Dr. Kelsey Leonard is a water scientist, legal scholar, policy expert, writer, and enrolled citizen of the Shinnecock Nation. Dr. Leonard is an Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Environment at the University of Waterloo, where her research focuses on Indigenous water justice and its climatic, territorial, and governance underpinnings. Dr. Leonard seeks to establish Indigenous traditions of water conservation as the foundation for international water policymaking. She represents the Shinnecock Indian Nation on the Mid-Atlantic Committee on the Ocean, which is charged with protecting America’s ocean ecosystems and coastlines. Dr. Leonard received an A.B. in Sociology and Anthropology with honors from Harvard University; a MSc in Water Science, Policy and Management from the University of Oxford; a JD from Duquesne University; and a PhD in Political Science from McMaster University.

**TUESDAY APRIL 27TH**

**BRiDGE2Impacts**

10:00 -11:00 a.m. (ET)

**Building Impactful Decolonial Science Partnerships for Knowledge Co-mobilization**

Zoom Meeting ID: 931 6335 6007

**BRiDGE2Students**

11:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. (ET)

Same Zoom ID as BRiDGE2Impacts

Join BRiDGE Scholar Dr. Kelsey Leonard for coffee!

Graduate students from all disciplines are encouraged to attend!

**FRIDAY APRIL 30TH**

**BRiDGE2Science: Geoscience Lecture Series**

12:20 - 1:10 p.m. (ET)

**Indigenous Science for Sea Level Rise Adaptation**

Zoom Meeting ID: 944 4552 2637

Find Dr. Leonard on Social Media:

@KelseyTLeonard

http://www.kelseyleonard.com

For more information visit [https://blogs.umass.edu/bridge/](https://blogs.umass.edu/bridge/)

Email: bridge@umass.edu  Twitter: @umassbridge

BRiDGE is supported by SES, PBS, CNS, IDS, IDGP and the hosting departments.